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The
C ou n ty’s
W atchingAre You?
By Stu MacKenzie
News Editor
If you’re one of the estimated
2,000daily G VSU commuters who
travel to the Allendale campus
along Lake Michigan Drive (M45) each weekday, you’ve
probably seen the new signs. They
announce a 20-mile zone of
beefed-up patrols for traffic law
violators, extending from the Kent
County line to U.S. 31 on the
western edge of Ottawa County.

" Oh, / wish / had an Oscar
Mayer. . . " Sec page 2

IH]

You may even have received a
ticket in one of your attempts to
make that 8 a.m. class on time.
But did it slow you down?
The number of speeding
citations issued along M-45 in
OttawaCounty has risen as a result
of increased attention to a span of
road many call “accident alley’’.
But it will take more than tickets
to make the road a safer place to
travel. According to Lt. Larry Beld
of the Ottawa County Sheriff’s
office, the immediate problem of
safe passage on M-45 rests with
motorists.
“In those cases where alcohol
was not a factor, then speed was
almost always involved.” said
Beld. “We ran an air survey of
speeds this past spring, and found
the majority of traffic moving ator
above freeway speeds.”
Although slated for extra funds
that will allow added patrols
dedicated to the area, the needed
__________ See Watching, p,4

A sign o f the times, as Ottawa County attempts to meet the challenge o f enforcement on M-45 ,
despite roadblockedfunds.
Photo/Stu MacKenzie

OKB set to
install money
machine
By Stu MacKenzie
News Editor
“Insert card for service.”
“This machine now dispenses S5
bills.”
Modern words of comfort such as
these will soon be a common sight as
the Allendale Campus adjusts to the
reality of ready cash. An automated
teller machine (ATM) is set to be
installed in Kirkhof Center by Old
Kent Bank.
The date of installation will not be
set until Old Kent makes a final
determination of cost, although a bank
spokesperson said the job should be
completed “within a couple of weeks.”
JTie machine, an Action Bank 2-4
ATM, can be used by members of
cither the Cirrus, Magic Line, or Action
Bank networks. Transactions with
Action Bank cards are free. Users of
Cirrus and Magic Line cards will be
charged SI per transaction.
The project began in March, 1988
with a survey of student attitudes
toward the machines and banking
habits. Next week’s Lanlhorn will
carry a story on the marketing
considerations of ATM’sand shopping
for the best network.

Lights— Camera ™Education
By Nicki Sharko
News Writer

Grand Valley professors Milton
Ford and Barb Roos have pro
duced a pilot for an instructional
television series that will air on
WGVU- TV, channel 35 in Octo
ber.
English Professor Ford and
Communications Professor Roos
are working on a telecourse series
entitled “Literature and the Life

Journey”. The course is an intro
duction to literature set in a “life
stages” framework and is similar
to the current Grand Valley course
called Life Journey.
The series’ pilot episode will air
October 9 at 6 p.m. on channel
35. It will cover a section in the
course on adolescence and will be
called “Adolescence: Boundaries
and Beyond”. The pilot was devel
oped and produced by Ford and
created for television and directed

by Roos.
The telecourse will be in adocumentary form and will include
interviews with published authors
and dramatizations on segments
of literary works. Materials for
the course will consist of an an
thology text and a study guide.
Ford hopes the program can
fulfill two roles: its educational
goals, and that of general interest
to the public.
Ford and Roos have been work

ing on the project since late Iasi
summer. The project is still in the
developmental stages and major
funding ofabout$l million isstill
needed. Ford said he hopes to hear
a decision from Washington on a
grant some time this week.
The focus of the telecourse is a
“look at the issues that emerge in
the various stages of life “ said
Ford. “Identity, love, and creation
and how they consume people in
the various stages of life, will be

covered.”
“It’s about literature as much as
the stages of life,” Ford added.
“We’re connecting literature...
with the issues people deal within
the various stages of life.” Ford
wants people to see that “writing
and reading are really parts of the
same.”
“I hope that people can begin to
see literature as something that
was written by people out of their
own human experiences.”
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lM liL H N A IlQ m
kiiin I'lmilniiM to fnM In flondf.h iipcd Bangladesh, which no far
hiw It’ti more lhan } million ion*
of rice and seen two thirds of ill
population displaced by flrxxl
waters that have covered as much
as W)ri of iLs countryside.
In a mission reminiscent of the
Apollo 7 mission, a Soviet space
crew facing dwindling oxygen
supplies and a malfunctioning
guidance system managed to land
safely in Soviet Central Asia.
The Soyuz caps ule, not intended
for long periods in space, fired its
re-entry engines for only 60 of the
230 seconds needed to slow the
craft enough to “punch” through
the earth ’s upper atmosphere. The
craft had been bringing supplies to
acrew aboard the Mir space station.
A second try on the re-entry
engines was successful.
The International Monetary
:und reports that GNP growth for
the industrialized nations should
rise by 3.8% in 1988. The growth
numbers are headed by Japan,
which is expected to see a 5.8%
surge in real economic growth this
year.

NOTABLE

.STATE

NATIONAL
Hurricane Florence fille d mil
Friday, nfterhHving sent thousands
of Gulf const residents out of their
homes In precautionary evacu
ations.
The stormsuddenly developed
into a hurricane Friday morning,
and headed for land at 15 mph.
Forecasters had expected 10-inch
rainfalls, with ten foot surge waves
in some areas. The storm died out
soon after making landfall though,
and damage was estimated as light.
George Bush struck back this
week, calling Mike Dukakis’
attacks on him as “McCarthy ism”,
and stated that that voter’s can,
“smell the garbage.”^ Bush also
ridiculed Dukakis’ reversed stance
on SDI, which the Massachusetts
governor now says is something
he “won’t rule ouL” Bush told a
group in Illinois, “The governor’s
going to have to explain himself.”
Carl Rowan, the columnist
whose pro gun-cgffool stance
didn’t prevent him from^beoting
an uninvited swimming pool
intrude, was hospitalized after hdC'
fainted following a speech he gave
Thursday night.
Rowan faces a September 22
court date on misdemeanor
handgun charges.

The Silver I.like State Park was
closed Sunday due to 12 mile* of
shoreline being awash in medical
waste, Including used syringes,
needles, tampons, and pills. The
DNK has been called in toclean up
the beaches, but faces problems
getting its machinery over the 200
foot high dunes (hat separate Silver
Lake from the affected area.
Officials are unsure as to the
point of origin for the debris.
Twocandidates for positions on
state university governing boards
were rejected by 5th District
Republicans who didn’t like their
answers to questions on abortion
and. homosexuality. A victory in
the battle toguide Michigan’s uni
versities was won by Edward
Liebler, who termed himself as
very pro-life". He was aided by a
brochure distributed by former
Pat Robertson campaign organiz
ers which questioned candidates
about their stands on abortion,
omosexual rights, SDI, drinking
op college campuses and prayer in
public schools.
Michigan, the state people used
tolove to leave, gained 1,300 more
people than it lost in 1987, the first
statewide population gain since
1969.

Th« D rug
E nforcem ent
Agency'x head administrative lew
Judge has urged reclassifying
marijuana as a "Schedule 11" drug
to allow doctors to prescribe It as
a n a u s e a -re lie f agent fo r
chemotherapy patients.
Pormer laws allowing doctors
to prescribe Cannabis Saliva were
“sunsetted” off the books several
years ago. Since then, N.O.K.M.L.,
the National Organization for
Reform ofMarijuanaLawsclaims
that many physicians and patients
have had to go “on the street” to
find pot, a practice which,
according to the organization, pu ts
them at unneeded risk.
Part of that risk cou Id come from
the government’s renewal of the
Paraquat program. The DEA has
decided to resume limited spraying
of the herbicide on domestic sites
suspected of being cultivated with I

marijuana,
A to m Club officials havs pro
tested the plan, since the chemic a
is non-discrimlnatory in what
green- and animal- life It attacks
Paraquat also produces illness in
humans who ingest it.
Ground tests of "Spike", trade
name of the herbjcide that the P.l
Lilly company refuses to sell for
aerial use in South America as a
control agent for coca fields, have
concluded. The Reagan Admini
stration wants to start acria
spraying immediately, despite
Lilly's arguments about safety.
The coca farming business in
Peru is estimated to have resulted
in the loss of over 1.7 million acres
of tropical forest, while coca paste
processors have spoiled at least
150 rivers into which they have
dumped used processing chemi
cals.

News Capsule

While on a U.S. promotions
tour which included a visit to the
Food Extravganza held at the
Amway Grand Plaza last week,
one of the Oscar Mayer "Weinermobiles" made a pitstop at G VSU.
Barb Labidie, driver of the ve
hicle named "Yummm" (there's a
whole fleet o f these things),
stopped by the Ott Living Center

to visit her brother, Dwight La
bidie on Friday.
We didn't get a chance to ask her
what it's like piloting this rig, but
after we'd come up with about a
hundred "weinie headlines", we
decided that the cliche must out
weigh the pay.
After all, what could you really
do with a 20 fo o t.. .

ATTENTION OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
Call 895-3342
or stop by the food
service office in the
Kirkoff Center
and ask about the

Save 10% off
all food on campus
including ITZA PIZZA.

Commuter
Meal Deal

Try GVSU's Own
■ ■ ■ |c o u p o n j ( d m
FOR DELIVERY CALL 895-3718

FREE Delivery
on and off campus. i

GOOD FOR TWO DOl J.ARS
OFF YOUR NEXT PURCHASE
of any large pizza
( 2 item minimum )

THIS OFFER IS
ONLY GOOD FOR
PIZZAS FROM
n Z A PIZZA DELIVER v

ll

exo

9/21/88

Delivery hours:
Sun-Thurs.
7pm-Midnight
Orders must be placed
by 11:30pm

o n e c o u p o n p e r o ra e r
n o t v a iio w itn a n y
O th er p ro m o tio n

895-3718

m W m & S C00D

TWO DOLLARS OFF (t

895-3718
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the Question:

(In the drop/add line) MDid you
get the schedule you wanted?"

Tht Lanthorn'* Letter* Section

M y T urn-

;

Your turn to speak out
Turning a loss Into a gain
By Stu M acK en/.ie
News Editor__________________
Boring. That’s whatlcall it. The Opinion page was voidof any campus
opinion last week because I just couldn’t think of a better way to
demonstrate how flat, uninteresting, and exceedingly dull this page is
when no one submits any opinions.
You see, this page is unique. It’s not a take-out counter for ideas. It’s
more like a kitchen. To get anything out of it, you’ve got to bang around
some pots and pans, break a few eggs, stir up the batter, and see what
comes out o f the oven.

Ron Kunnen
G rad student- Education
“This is only my first time
through the line. I’m just ‘flexing’
my schedule.”
Photos by Stan Quirin

Jennifer Lilley
Freshman
“My mom missed a form, and
they told me I was no longer a
student. So then I had to re-regis
ter. I stood in line for 90 minutes,
and then all of a sudden they de
cided I was a student again. Now I
have to go back to Seidman and fill
out more papers.”

Jim Peterson
T ransfer Student
“The Allendale section of this
cost-accounting class was filled,
so I got into the one Downtown.
B u t today I decided it wasn ’t worth
the drive, so I decided to drop it.”

John Rogers
Junior
“This line is awful. It’s poor
planning on the part of the school.
I went to final registration to get
classes, and I’ve been here twice.
I’m still one class short. I just
came back to school this fall, and
I’m not impressed.”

Steve Yarringtom
Junior-M usic
“I’m just adding a class. The
Music Department has been real
good to me. I’ve heard stories
fromother departments in this line,
though.”

The L anthorn welcomes let
ters ffomall members of theGVSU
community. Please address your
letters to : •
My T urn
The Lanthorn
Kir khoif Center
Allendale, M I 49401
Letters will be edited for length
and readability. To be published,
all correspondence must include
your name and phone number or
address.
Publishedletters will beretumed
on request.

Let’s see what’s cookin’ on my stove—
Last week we reported on Robert Hunt’s troubles with the NCAA. I ’ve
never met Mr. Hunt, but people I trust tell me he’s a hell of a great guy.
They say he didn’t deserve “what he got”. So how did this happen to him,
then? You can lay blame if you want to; on Mr. Hunt, or the Athletic
Department, or the NCAA. Basically though, we’re talking about a
simple human error. Nothing nasty, certainly nothing intentional— just
a simple mistake.
Yet Mr. Hunt is out for the season.
There’s a name for what happened to Mr. Hunt that’s in vogue in
another area of American life right now...anybody guessed it?
Zero-tolerance. In this case it’s not a $1 million yacht impounded for
a couple of seeds under a cushion. Mr. Hunt’s case is the type of situation
that any o f us could find ourselves in someday. Misreading of, or a failure
to read transcripts yearly affects many students who think they’re going
to graduate, but find out they don’t have the credits. Failure to maintain
acceptable loads can cost you financial aid. These are zero-tolerance
situations. There is no appeal, no compromise possible. There is only a
rule or condition, and it’s either fulfilled or it’s not.
There are going to be many such zero-tolerance circumstances in our
lives when we leave Grand Valley. Whether you’re going into business,
medicine, teaching, or any other field, you will find rules that don’t
necessarily make sense, but must be obeyed regardless. Last year a
Wyoming, MI, businessman had his store padlocked by the city for being
one day late in paying a city tax that totaled less than five dollars.
Every day someone who’s had too much to drink gets into a car and
finds a zero-tolerance situation out on the road. They don’t make the
grade, and wind up in a place beyond arbitration or appeal.
Advisors are just that— they give advice. They cannot make decisions
for the people they advise. Forexample, somedayyou may need alawyer.
After writing out a check for that big retainer, you’ll find that all you’ve
purchased are the “counselor’s” services. The responsibility of decision
making will still be yours. And the outcome. The same is true with credits
and transcripts. Blaming an advisor for being short an SWS class won’t
make the problem go away.
Maybe just one of us will reflect on Mr. Hunt’s predicament and spot
a looming zero-tolerance circumstance in our own life, and clear it up
before it becomes a problem. If just one of us can learn from, and benefit
from this episode, it may make Mr. Hunt’s disappointment a little easier
to bear.
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The latest fatalities oeeurrad la
for • grant to cover 1500 - 2000
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to one officer, eight hour* • (fay,
18-year old OVSU itodatH. She
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killed In the vtetolty of toe
Until the grant come* through,
Send
Creek bridge.
police are uiing what mean* they
Beld
said tost the Send Creek
can to remind driven of the «peed
area
waaptvtteilarly
prominent in
limit* on the road,
accident
report*.
“Radar it not lane selective,"
“The road there changes in
Beld pointed out “We know
elevation from both directions, and
people are going too fast, but we
the road curves. Any time you
can’t always prove which car is
havesbridge you have the potential
doing the speeding.”
for problems. Added to that you’ve
Beld emphasized, “W e’re not
got the westbound traffic making
looking to makeaquota o f tickets.
a lane decision as the road narrows
We just want to do whatever we
from two lanes to one.”
can toencoursge compliance with
the speed and lane laws to keep the
accident rate down.”
M-45 has been criticized as
being too winding and narrow to
support the amount o f traffic it
bean. Designedforapeak volum e
o f 9,000 cars a day, the road now
carries over 11,000. A $20 m illion
plan to convert the road to a
boulevard is being studied for
environmental im pact Even if no
roadblocks are encountered at any
step o f the plan’s progress, no
significant action can be expected
for at least five years.
Beld commented, “It’s not in
the current five-year plan, and that
definitely means it’s at least five
years away.”
A ccord in g
to
sh e r iff’s
department records, there have
been 18 fatalities between the Kent
county line and US 31 since 1984.
Fifteen o f those deaths have
occurred in the 7 m ile stretch
between the Sand Creek bridge
and 68th Avenue in Allendale. The

Beld speculated, “People think,
‘I’m late for class...I’d better speed
up and get around this guy.’.”
In addition to increased
surveillance, the new traffic signal
at 48th and M -45 is another tool
being used to combat the fatality
rate. The last fatality at the
intersection occurred in April,
1985. Beld noted a counter
intuitive phenomena created by
the addition o f the ligh t
“W ith the light there, w e’ll see
more accidents than before for a
w hile, but fewer fatalities. People
forget the light is there, or don’t
see it That leads to accidents. But
it does keep die turning traffic
under control, and that’s where
m ost o f the fatalities happen.”
The north approach to the
intersection is due to be improved
this fall, involving the raising o f
48th Avenue andtherem ovaladip
in the roadbed. In addition, the
intersection width w ill be increased
to allow turning lanes on 48th.
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Steven Ford: The Dream Comes True
By Lyn Wolf
Campus Life Editor
Many of us weren’t even a
consideration in our parents’ minds
on the hot July day that Steven Ford
sat beneath a tree with key members
of “the original Board of Control,”
gazing out at the construction site
that was to become Grand Valley.
Back then, Grand Valley was only a
dream in the minds of men like
James Zumberge, Philip Buchen,
George Potter, andWilliam E.
Siednian. For Steven Ford, that
dream is now winding down as he
faces his retirement, but its memory
is one that can be cherished for a
lifetime.
“Although people believe that
what we remember is buildings,"
Ford speculates, "what we really
remember is people and their
interactions through the years.”
From the first interview that
Ford speculates, "what we really
remember is people and their
interactions through the years.”
From the first interview that
gained Ford his position at Grand
Valley, it was die people that stood
out. “At first you didn’t even seethe
site,” he said of his early days, “you
saw the people. They were very
dynamic people. The first thing I
saw was their enthusiasm and
commitment. They were very
persuasive in getting people to join
them.
“After the interview, they took
me to see the site, and it was rather
discouraging. They had just started
to dig, and there was nothing to see
but dirt and farmland. It was a
beautiful sight with all the trees and
plateaus and the ravines, just as
beautiful as it is today, but you
could see how much work there was

to be done.”
Lacking office, secretary, and
book supply, Ford was housed at
the University of Michigan, where
he began to fashion the library of his
dreams. “The attraction (to Grand
Valley), I think, was that you had

opportunities like this," Ford said.
"We also had the opportunity, not
only to build a collection, but to set
up your own systems, to design the
buildings..
After two months at the University
ofMichigan, Ford returned to Grand

ft's no surprise...
1 think Grand
Valley shows now,
as a young uni
versity, the
development that
those o f us who
came in 1962
expected. We
expected a big
student body...We
expected an
academic program o f
quality...We also
foresaw a large
program.

I think it

would have been a
surprise if Grand
Valley had not
succeeded.
-Steven W. Ford
Steven W. Ford. Photo by Julie Edinger.
the opportunity to build a library
collection . . . that has been one of
the highlights of my career, to start
with nothing and build it up to its
full capacity. You don’t get many

Valley and set up shop in what is
now the children’s center on Lake
Michigan Drive. “It was a private
home on the property that thecollege
bought (there were quite a few

The Downtown Center
An Introduction
Room215 Research Symposium of also a telex machine for news. But
the big feature is the access to Na
Nursing
Campus Life Writer
Friday West Michigan CPA tional Public Radio, which broad
casts live jazz concerts, such as
Hi, my name is Glenn Wamers. I review will continue
Saturday 8:00am - 5:00pm Montreaux. NPR will also bring the
am an older returning student who
always wanted to write for a paper. Room 150 Annual Journalism news show "Morning Edition”.
WGVU is Grand Rapids'exclu
So I inquired and was given the job Conference
sive
jazz station.
For the jazz
The
Downtown
Center
is
also
the
of covering the Downtown Center.
novices,
there
are
differentiations
new
home
of
Grand
Valley’s
own
It will be my job to tell you of
in the jazz family, so the weekend
interesting events happening down - radio station, WGVIJ.
programming highlights that. Sat
An
open
door
and
the
smiling
town, as. well as tell you ahuui the
face of Chris Ely greeted me as I urday AM is the big band stuff, anT
facilities and stall.
The Downtown Center is, and was proudly shown around the new Saturday night is the Blues 9pm to
2am. Sunday is a potpourri of styles,
will be, a local and national meeting facilities of WGVU. Our humble
Irom
live local bands in the morn
place forconfernces, retreats, work little radio station has been trans
ings,
traditional jaz.z in the after
shops, lectures, research symposi formed like a Cinderella under the
noon,
to the "Pavilhon of Ambiant
ums, training, and review tor such wandof Meijer, Inc. The previously
Dreams”
with its new age music, in
diverse groups as the C.P.A. Board, cramped radio station has been
Middle-East concerns, migrant placed in a better than competitive the evening. Ah, lest we forget, the
Lakers football play-by-play will
worker advocates, presidential can - level of facilities. There are four or
'be
heard each Saturday.
five
studios
now,
used
lor
news,
diates, neighborhood associations,
We as a school can be proud of
live
performances,
and
for
turning
and medical concerns.
our facilities and stall that had suf
Schedule of events tor this disks. There is a new mix board that
has 16 tracks (big?!) and an abun fered long and were brought out
coming week:
now into a spacious place.
Thursday 7:30 am - 4:00pm dance of audio equipment. There is
By Glenn W arners

private homes on the property). The
secretary stayed in the living room,
I set up office in one of the bedrooms,
we put up shelving in the garage—
1 had ordered books while in Ann
Arbor—and that was our library.”
Once the dirt was cleared, and the

buildings began to go up, the dream
begantobecomeareality.andGrand
Valley State Colleges was bom.
“Through the years we had the small
colleges," Ford said, "and I think

that they served their function, but
their function ended. The small
colleges served a time when the
small atmosphere was important,
but that time has passed. A
reasonable reorganization has gone
about in the past few years to see the
good in them and apply that good to
the needs of the eighties.”
As the college has developed over
the decades, it has been an
observation of dream's coming true
for Ford. “It’s no surprise,” he said.
“I think Grand Valley shows now,
as a young university, the
development that those of us who
came in 1962 expected.
We
expected a big student body—eight
thousand to nine thousand students.
We expected an academic program
of quality—we thought about not
only classes, but quality. We also
foresaw a large program. I think it
would have been a surprise if Grand
Valley had not succeeded . . .
only classes, but quality. We also
foresaw a large program. I think it
would have been a surprise if Grand
Valley had not succeeded . . .
“I’m very optimistic aboutGrand
Valley. Our programs are maturing
and reaching accreditation. We are
increasing enrollment every year.
The new Downtown Center will be
important in the life of not only
G rand Valley, but W estern
Michigan as well. It is a physical
presence in Grand Rapids; when
people talk about Grand Rapids
anymore, Grand Valley is right
there.”
From the muck and the mud,
Grand Valley arose, bringing to life
Steven Ford’s library, and the vision
of those who sat with him beneath
that tree. For all of them, and
especially Ford, “the dream has
come true.”

Volgrin Featured
in Playboy
Taking third prize were Suzzanne
Kehde,
38, University of Southern
Campus Life Writer
California; Maria Franco King, 29,
The October issue of Playboy Chabot College, Liverm ore,
magazine , goes on the stands California; John McNally, 22,
Tuesday, August 30, featuring University of Iowa; and Rachel
Valerie Volgrin. If you haven’t Simon, 28, Sarah Lawrence College,
heard of her, Valerie is the winner each receiving $250.
Entries for the 1989 Playboy
of the 1988 Playboy College Fiction
College
Fiction Contest, open to
Contest. Volgrin, 27, received
any
registered
undergraduate,
T3,tXXJfoi hei fiist-placeentry."The
graduate
or
part-time
student, are
Hotel-Motel Bar AGrill,” a short
now
being
accepted
until the
story of a divorced father who turns
deadline
of
January
1,1989.
All
his southern California apartment
into a hotel theme for the amusement entries are judged by the editors of
Plavboy magazine
of his two visiting daughters.
For information regarding the
Other winners of the 1988 contest
were Robert Irewis, 26, who tcxik rules of the contest, check the
second prize of $500 for his story, October issue of Playboy magaz ine
“Jet Pilot for the Sandimstas." Some 1.400 colleges and
Lewis, a student at the University of universities nationwide are also
Alaska, was a third-place winner in featuring the rules in literary
Playboy's 1987 College Fiction magazines, college newspapers, and
creative writing departments
Contest.
By Karen Hooyenga
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By Andrew Kar
Campus Life Writer
*** Everyone has heard of the Ku
Klux Klan and groups like them.
We have a stereotype of them as
burning crosses and running
around in white sheets. But what
are they really like? Who joins
them? Why? These are the
questions that Betrayed attempts
to answer.
Betrayed stars Debra Winger as
FBI agent Catherine Weaver, who
is assigned to investigate the
m urder
o f an aggressive,
anti-racist radio personality
(Richard Lambertini). She goes
into deep cover in a midwestem
farm town, where she meets Gary
Simmons (Tom Berenger), a
farmer who knows her as Katie
Phillips. She falls in love with
Simmons, who later reveals that
he is a member of the veiy group
she is su p p o sed to be
investigating.
As the film
progresses, we learn how this
group operates, what they teach
their children, and what their
goals are.
The most incredible aspect of
this film is the characters.
Berenger's character, can’t bring
himself to shoot a horse, but has
no qualm s about shooting

By K ristoffer G air
Campus Life Writer

IB etrayed

\

someone o f a different race. One
of the other characters, Shorty (in
a marvelous performance by John
Mahoney), shares with Katie his
past and his reasons for being a
part of this group. He even tells
her, "I have to close my eyes
every time I pull the trigger."
Winger turns in an excellent
performance as an undercover
agent who finds her loyalties tom
between the man she has come to
love and his family, and her
duties as a federal agent.
Betrayed works on several
levels. On one level, it is a
documentary, as it details a group
o f people and their way of life.
On another, it is a thriller, as it
demonstrates the actions o f this
group, which we would call evil.
The members of this group could
include your next door neighbor,
and you would never know. And
finally, on a third level, it is a
tragedy, as we watch Debra
Winger's character set herself up
for a painful fall. The director,
C osta-G avras, has made a
powerful movie using all of these
levels. Only its ending is weak.
N evertheless, it is highly
recommended
Betrayed is rated R and is being
shown at S tudio 28 and
Showcase.

and guitarist Jane Wiedlin was
back on the charts this summer
with the hit single "Rush Hour.”
While the single was promising,
the album turned out to be
somewhat of a letdown. The
songs are neither appealing nor
something anyone could listen to
for any length of time and not be
bored with. They are saturated
with pure pop rock, and, with the
exception of "Rush Hour,” the
album is something we’ve all
heard done before, and better. It
makes one wonder if all the
G o-G o’s talent stayed with
Belinda Carlisle.

**** C a m o u fla g e --V o ic e s
and Images
The debut album of this
German group is a combination
of Depeche Mode and OMD
rolled into one. Don't get the
wrong idea, Camouflage isn't
imitating those groups' styles or
music, but might be considered
parallel or in the same category
with them. Proof of this can be
heard in the songs Ik e Great
Commandment," "That Snulinf;
F a ce ," and "I Once Had A
Dream." If you like new'wave
sy n th e s iz e r
m u sic,
then
Tidbits: It is rumored that
Camouflage is worth looking for.
Echo & The Bunneymen have
Be warned, however, obtaining a
broken up. Singer Patty Smyth,
copy of this album may be
who gave us the hit " T h e
difficult due to the fact that it’s
Warrior" with Scandal, is back in
from Germany. Special ordering
the studio with former Car, Ric
from H arm ony House is
Ocasek. Def Leppard Hysteria
suggested if interested.
remains in the top five albums of
the week, and has been in the top
*Jane Wi e dl i n- - F ur
fifty albums for the past fifty
Former Go-Go’s song writer
weeks!

Creatine

Nite Club Presents
it
Barber and Seville
$
By Karen Hooyenga
Campus Life Writer

"Lots of up-and-coming stars like
Alabama, Yakov Smirnov, and
Sinbad start out playing the
college circuit...Seeing these
groups perform is fun." The
S tudent A ctivities Program
Board, funded by the Student
Senate,consists of thirty to fifty
students who pick the weekly
entertainment.
Other performances to watch
for in the Nite Club Series:

Opening night for the Nite
C lub S eries begins this
Thursday, September 15, at 9 pm
in the Kirkhof Center's Crows
Nest. Appearing will be Jim
Barber and Seville. Barber and
Seville are a stand-up comedy
team who combine ventriloquism
with audience participation to
keep the crowd laughing. Jim
B arber’s brand o f "'unique
The Magic o f Higa.Sept 24
comedy" will make the opening Marty Putz,Sept.29
unforgettable.
Heywood Banks,Oct. 6
Barber and Seville are one of JiU Holly,Oct. 13
m any acts who w ill be The Dating Game,Oct 20
perform ing in the Nite Club The GVSU Studio Jazz
Series this year.
Orchestra,Oct. 27
"The Series offers eight out of Electric Zoot Suit,Nov. 10
the top ten college touring
Blizzard of Bucks,Nov. 17
groups," comments Bob Stoll, Tom Deluca,Dec. 1
Director of Student Activities.

Aspiring actors!!
Auditions for cast and crew of
the most frequently performec
com edy in th e E nglish
language will soon be held
The school o f comtmications is
producing the classic British
comedy "The Rivals" and
actors are needed.
Speaking roles are available
for eight men and six women,
there is also a need for extras.
Auditions will be held in the
Louis Armstrong theatre 7-9
pm on September 28, 29 and
30.
A cting auditionees may
prepare a short monologue for
the tryouts, or may come
without any prepared material.
All auditionees will be asked to
read several scenes from the
script. Those interested in
technical production work
should also attend the auditions
and meet with the technical
staff for assignments.

Naster Tops O ff
By Dena M oore
Campus Life Writer
The lights went down and the
laughter rose. "Is that him?"
someone close by whispered. "If
it is, he reminds me of Booger
from ’Revenge of the Nerds’".
Who were they talking about?
David Naster, of course.
As Campus Life Nite came to
a close on Septem ber 8,
c o m e d ia n
D av id
N aste r
entertained Grand Valley students
for the fourth time, and, once
again, had the Field House arena
filled with giggles, gags, and
laughter.
Naster had his audience falling
out of their seats with jokes such
as "Budlight: Women hanging
out with a dog-thafs what I call
a party," and "The saleslady told
me to make myself at home, so I
dropped my pants and walked
around the store."
"He was very fupny," said
Jen n ife r F raley ,
GVSU
freshman. "I really enjoyed the
show.”

Wr i t e r s Take Not e

The Lanthom

will be starting a new section this year
for creative writers called Writer's Block. This section
is open to anyone who has a short story, poem, or amy
other piece that they would like printed. Submissions
should be sent to The Lanthom office.
Above: David Naster provides comedy relief at Campus Life Nite.

Photos/Christina Heuber
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C rim inal Justice Club Batts Receives
Scholarship
Seeks N ew M em bers
By Lyn W o lf
Campus Life Editor
Anyone interested in joining
the Criminal Justice Club is
invited to attend a meeting on
M onday, Septem ber 19 at
9:15pm in 111 Mackinaw. It is
to be an informational meeting
open to all students interested in
the CJ Club, according to club
president, Tom Santarlas.
"The Criminal Justice club is
intended to facilitate interaction
between Grand Valley students,
faculty, and alumni for the
purpose of promoting scholarly
and professional activities in the
Criminal Justice field," as stated
in their constitution. The club
m akes trip s
to
v ario u s
institutions, prisons, correctional
facilities, and juvenile agencies.

"The trips are educational for
those who are going into that
field of study," said Santarlas.
"(For those who are not Criminal
Justice majors), it gives them a
broad perspective about the field
of criminology."
The Criminal Justice Club was
originated last year, and is advised
by Dr. James Walker, Associate
Professor of Criminal Justice.
At this point, several officer
positions are open for the current
year, having been left by
graduating seniors last spring.
Elections will be held following
recruitment.
The first activity planned will
be on Friday, Septem ber 23,
when representatives of the
Muskegon Correctional Facility
will present a seminar for club
members.

By Lyn W o lf
Campus Life Editor
Grand Valley Senior John Batts
was recently named as recipient
of the first AdClub Scholarship.
Though originally preparing
for the seminary, recent work as
a youth minister in New York
aided in Batts' decision to go into
advertisting instead.
Batts goal is "to take those
New York experiences, along
with his future experiences ... and
eventually apply them to a
position with a non-profit
organization," according to
Kathleen Piggens of the AdClub
Board o f Directors. "He'd like to
ultimately gain that experience
'from the ground . . . up',
learning all there is to learn from
within an advertising agency."

Campus Life Nite
The
h ig h lig h t
of
the
performance was Naster's drum
solo (losing a trunk and
drumsticks), in which he asked
the audience to participate by
clapping their hands when he
wanted them to. It took a while
for the students to figure out
when Naster wanted them to clap
two or three times, but when
they got the hang of it the arena
shook with the rhythm. When
the audience broke out in uproar,
Naster would threaten the
obnoxious students with a squirt
bottle full
of water.
The
audience later found that the
squirt bottle had a more useful
role in the performance; it was
used to make the storm that
shipwrecked Gilligan and the
crew more realistic while Naster
provided the theme song on his
kazoo.
"I liked the way he involved
the audience," commented Joe
Lopez, sophomore.
"The finale, his kazoo and
trunk playing were great," added
freshman, Mario Magnolia.

Nightfall approaches, and once
again I don my Supersuit, take
three steps, and soar out of the
window. Nightly, I patrol the
area in search of immorality.
Scanning below , from the
darkening sky, my super-sight
alights on some suspicious
a c tiv ity - a male and female
hand-in-hand headed for an area of
shrubbery. I swoop down to
remedy the situation.
"Halt!!" I demand. "You are in
need of a chaperone.”
"Who the @#A&* do you think
you are jumping out of nowhere
like that!!" the gentlem an
exclaim s.
"I am going to
chaperone you upside the head!"
Taking this as a signal for my
departure, I toss m yself once
again to the wind to continue my
quest for immorality elsewhere.
This time my super-nose leads
me down an invisible trail of
alcohol which I follow at
incredible speeds. I alight upon a
group of youths, all with beer in
hand.
This is a time for decisive
action. 1 pounce from the sky
and question one youth.

Don't Miss Pink Floyd at the
GR Public Museum
This is what the headline on page seven of last week’s
issue should have read, rather than "Don't Miss Pink
Floyd at the GR Art Museum." We Apologize for the
mistake, and hope that you end up in the correct place.
Pink Floyd's "The W all" will be shown at the
Planetarium at the Grand Rapids Public M useum,
beginning October 6th. Showings will be: Thursday,
9:00 p.m., and Friday and Saturday at 9:00 and 10:00
p.m. The fee is $2.00.

By K ristoffer (ia ir
Campus Life Writer

tudents get acquainted with the various campus organizations

determined gleam in my eye.
"Well, according to my I.D.,
I'm a 28 year old KGB agent"
He
seems to find this
hum orous and begins his
mindless chorkling accompanied
by the laughter of his chums.
"All of you put the beverages
down and form a single file line!"
I command.
"Who's the heehaw in the
monkey suit?"
Once again, th at insane
chorkling.
"Let's say we get 'em."
The crowd advances
I halt them with a fiery
sermon. "You are all sinners and
drunkards and must be made to
see the error of your ways. All
that have love for the law within
him throw down the bottle and
follow me."
"You get his right hand and I'll
get his left"
I take to the air just in time to
avoid the assortment of empty
beverage containers tossed in my
direction.
"Let that be a lesson to you" 1
cry, continuing my flight for
justice.

' Photos/Christina Heuber

As if reading a horror novel
wasn't scary enough. Now,
through three-dimensional audio,
you can plug it directly into your
brain through headphones. The
D am nation Game, by Clive
Barker, is one of the newest
releases adapted to audio book
form. The tape terrifies the reader
with sound effects ranging from
vicious attacks to haunting
background music.
The story begins when Marty
Strauss is sprung from prison to
become a bodyguard for the head
of a financial empire. What starts
out as a simple job gets very
dangerous, very quickly. Marty
becomes entangled in a web of
mystery, suspense, and death.
M am oulian, a m ysterious
stranger who has extraordinary

powers ot mind control, and his
accomplice Breer (the last of the
Razor Eaters) try to infiltrate the
estates of Joseph Whitehead, the
aforementioned financial head.
Under normal circumstances,
Marty would carry out necessary
actions against the intruders to
stop them, but when long dead
guard dogs come back to life to
do Mamoulian's bidding and
h in d e r
th e s e
n o rm a l
circu m stan ces, things get
difficult. It is later inferred that
Mamoulian may be the devil,
but, whoever he is, he will stop
at nothing to collect Whitehead's
soul from an age-old bet. The
finale' has Marty and Whitehead s
daughter, Carys, struggling to
keep their own souls from
Mamoulian. How does it turn
out? Well, endings won’t be
spoiled here. Let the book tell
you.
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Teen
D ream s

U.S. Challenges Clinics On
Offering Abortion Info

From the files.

By Stu MacKenzie
News Editor
and College Press Service
Some campus health clinics may
not be able to provide students
vith information about abortion
an, the U.S. D ept of Health and
luman Services effectively said
last week.
HHS Secretary Otis R. Bowen
aunced he would now start
|invoking a policy, which was
supposed to go into effect last
larch, that would stop paying
federal funds to hospitals and
clinics that distribute abortion
(information to patients.
Under the policy, such clinics
“could well lose all their Title X

ACROSS

S&ndxa Texxell, &sophomore cxoss countxy
xurmex f x om St .John's H igh School; w as the
ovexall winnex at the Calvin Invitational
Saturday, Sept. 10. Texiell led the 0.1 m ile
xace fxom staxt to finish. H eiw inningtirne
wasl9i43tohelpG xandValleyfinish second
behind FexxisState. Othexconsidexationsj
Lauxa" Mooxe/ Alison Scott-Nod, Mike
Gendxeau.

In ;

1 Chooses
5 C om placent
9 Petition
12 Transaction
13 Haw aiian
rootstock
14 Likely
15 Teutonic deity
16 Period of tim e
18 S peck
2 0 D istance
m easure: ab b r.
2 2 M ud
2 4 Prohibits
2 7 R iver dudk
2 9 Stupid person
31 S n are
3 2 Land m easure:

pl-

34 A rticles of
m erchandise
3 6 E arth goddess
3 7 T a kes unlaw fully
3 9 Irritate
41 A gave plant

WE HAVE MOVED
TO "THE LIGHTHOUSE"
12015 LINDEN

1

2

3

funding," said HHS spokesperson
Lucy E ddinger at a press
conference.
PlannedParenthoodof America
sued in March to keep HHS from
invoking the rule, and federal
courts in C olorado
and
Massachusetts eventually ruled
clinics in those states did not have
to abide by it.
The courts determined the rule
violated the Family Planning Act
and forced doctors to breach
medical ethics by refusing to offer
students certain kinds of medical
help.

The
Weekly.
Crossword
Puzzle

4 2 D eprived of
feeling
4 4 S e d a te
4 5 D aw n goddess
4 7 Loom device
4 9 U rges on
50 S upercilious
person
52 Pitcher
54 C om pass point
55 Plot of soil
57 W o rd of so rrow
59 Japan ese
d ram a
'6 1 Dollar bill
63 G reat Lake
6 5 Peruvian Indian
67 A nim al's co at
6 8 Lam preys
6 9 Dock

DOWN
1 Poem
2 Highest d e g re e
of excellence
3 S ym bol for
tantalum

4 C ra fty
5 S e d a te
6 In n e rm m o s t
p a rt

4

12

IT

2 miles north of
Lk. Michigan Dr.

LlMTRMC

IM

Jo in us S u n d ay s
10:15 am Bible Studies
11:15 am Family Bible Hour

Info Call - 895-5115
!F e l l o w s h i p
iB ib le C h a p e l

A•I A
a

a

COU.EGE PRESS SERVICE

Solution to
Last Week's
Puzzle
co n tact: Randy Kilbourn or
Marty Miller 895-5925
or the TKE House 895-6388

It's the time of year when upper
classmen watch the entering class
scurrying about campuses all
around the country. Each suc
ceeding class seems more bent on
.... well, success than the previous.
The TDK Corp., m anufactur
ers of audio and video tape prod
ucts, is curious about the trends in
career choices that incoming stu
dents are making.
A survey of 1,900 college-bound
teens revealed that29 percent want
to be doctors or lawyers.
But a wopping 63 percent said
"I don't want to grow up."

7
8
9
10
11

C h a ld e a n city
D e ity
M e p h is to p h e le s
A bove
L a tin
c o n ju n c tio n
17 P rin te r's
m e a s u re
19 R iv er in S ib e ria
21 B ib lic a l w e e d
2 3 V e rv 6
2 5 A c t o l c a re le s s 
ness
2 6 S p irite d horses
2 7 E x p e rie n c e s
2 8 S p a re
3 0 T h re e S p
3 3 C a lu m n y
3 5 D im in u tiv e
su ffix
3 8 P in ta il d u c k
4 0 L a b e ls
43 Lam ent
4 6 S o le m n
4 8 E rases: prin tin g
51 E xist
53 Sun god
5 6 R iv e r in
S c o tla n d
5 8 D rin k slow ly
6 0 P a d d le
61 C a u s e d by
6 2 G re e k le tte r
6 4 C o n c e rn in g
6 6 S y m b o l for
n ic k e l

Women’s CC Places 2nd At Calvin Invitational
By Jason Anglin
Sports Writer
On Saturday, Sept 10, the Grand
Valley women’s cross country
team scored 53 points to take
second place at the Calvin
Invitational. The race was led by
two outstanding Grand Valley
runners. Sandra Terrell won the
invitational with a time o f 19:43
for the 3.1 mile course. In close
second was Grand Valley harrier
Laura Moore who was just seven
seconds behind Terrell.
Rounding out the top seven for
the women’s team where Nicki
Vanderbeig, Gail Hoffman, Bobbi
Bailey, Karen King, and Kerry
Gremel.
Coach Gary Martin commented,
“It was a good race for the early

Seconds o ff the starting line, the Lady Laker's cross country team shows the forth that won them second
at the Calvin Invitational.
PhotolChristina Hueber

Laker’s Road
A Long One
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer
Head coach Tom Beck and his
Grand Valley State football team
found their trip toMacomb, Illinois
longer than they would have liked
on Saturday, Sept 10. th e Lakers
ran into a tough Western Illinois
team and were overwhelmed 55-

0.
The Leathernecks, under head
coach Bruce Craddock, are a
Division I-AA team led by
Academ ic
A ll-A m erican
quarterback Paul Singer.
The Lakers started the game
poorly and it continued down hill
from there. At the 9:40 mark of the
1st quarter, Leatherneck running
back MikeCox scampered 5 yards
to open the scoring. Ontheensuing
series, Laker quarterback Jack
Hull’s pass was intercepted by
Emrick Wilcox. This set up
Singer’s first of four touchdown
passes, this one covering 9 yards
to Steve Williams.
The score continued to build
when on a fourth-and-two play
from the Grand Valley 6-yard line,
Singer scrambled and hit Pat
Grimshaw in the comer of the end
zone. Singer commented, “I was
running for my life when
Grimshaw cut back and got open.
He made a great move.”
With the offense struggling, the
Laker defense stiffened as Mike
Flannery blocked a Layne Bennett
42-yard field goal attempt and
forced another miss from 37 yards
out

After a 2-yard Ulysses Bentley
run, the half ended with the Lakers
down 28-0.
The second half was more of the
same as Craddock elected to leave
Singer in the game as he threw two
more touchdowns. “Singer is a
great quarterback who deserves
the opportunity, I did not want to
cheathim,” commented Craddock.
With a little over four minutes
left in the 3rdquarter, Singer finally
departed in favor of Gene Benhart
who promptly scored on a 30-yard
run to push the score to 48-0.
“That is bush-league leaving
Singer in as long as he did. The
game was well decided at that
point,” stated Beck.
For the evening, Singer
completed 14 of 25 passes for 220
yards, and Grimshaw ran 11 times
for 123 yards.
The scoring closed when
Benhart hit Pablo Luis from 39
yards out with 11:29 showing on
the clock.
Beck was not pleased with the
performance of his team. “We did
not execute on offense or defense.
They were just bigger, stronger,
and faster than us.”
MikeGendreau punted a school
record 11 punts for a 37.8 yard
average. Defensive tackle Doug
Johnson also played well,
recording eight tackles and a
quarterback sack.
The loss dropped the Lakers to
an 0-2 record for the season. The
Leathernecks are 2-0 and ranked
12th nationally in the Division IAA polls.

part of the season.”
Sandra Terrell, who lead the race
from start to finish, feels Grand
Valley has come a long way in
terms of improvement
Of the five teams present Ferris
was the only team to beat Grand
Valley. Ferris won the invitational
with 43 points-. The Grand Valley
women’s team will run against
Ferris, their stiffest competetion,
four more times this season.
Ferris has a racing strategy which
may be hard for the Grand Valley
team to overcome. Their style
involves holding back for most of
the first two miles in a loose pack,
then surging forward in the last
mile of the race with impressive
results.
The team will compete Saturday
at the Midwest Collegiate meet in
Kenosha, Wisconsin.

Worden's Tennis
Team Shut Out
By Nationally Ranked
Joe Lowden
Sports writer
Under threatening skies Monday
afternoon the womens tennis team
hosted their first home match.
However rain would have been a
more welcome guest than the

Grand Rapids JuniorCollegeteam,

who shutout the Lakers 10-0.
The Grand Valleyv tennis
program is in its first organized
season. The women’s tennis team
seem ed m ism atched by a
nationally ranked junior college
tennis team. Number one JC player

\
;

"V

Coach Tim Sutherland instructs number one singles player,
Nancy Siemion.
Photo! Julie Edtnger.

Collette Tremblay defeated Nancy
Siemion of Grand Valley, 6-4,6-3.
Number two player Kelly Dunham
edged Grand Valley’s Deb Sill 63,6-4. Number three Deb Ploeg
won against Grand Valley’s Becky
Lucas, 6-1, 6-0. Number four
Jackie Walsh beat Amy Bensett of
Grand Valley 6-3,64). Number five
Nikki Smith won over Grand
Valley’s Karen Morey 6-2,6-3. It
was number six Chris Deljaanover
Jacquey Baby 6-2,6-1. And
number seven Jody Mead defeated
Toraynn Terhar of Grand Valley
6-2,4-6,6-0. In the doubles matches
it was the JC number one team of
Collette Tremblay and Kelly
Dunham over Nancy Siemion and
Becky Lucas 5-7,6-4,6-3. The
number two team of Jackie W alsh
and Nikki Smith defeated Jacquey
Baby and Amy Uber 6-1,6-1. And
the number three duo of Deb Ploeg
and Jody Mead won over Deb Sill
and Amy Bensett
The 10-0 shutout was the Lakers
first loss of the season. The Lakers
record is now 1-1 due to a victory
coming from last Thursday’s
forfeit over Kalamazoo Valley.
The outlook for the first season
of the Grand Valley women’s
tennis team appears to be hopeful
coach Tim Sutherland stated, “I
think we can be real competitive in
our league. We have some hard
hitters. The problem will be getting
match experience.” The women
tennis team will try to extend its
record to 2-1 when they take on
Saginaw Valley State this Saturday
at 10:00 am . on the Grand Valley
tennis courts.
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CHECK ONE BOX ONLY PER M ATCH-UP
NO MORE THAN ONE ENTRY PER PERSON
WILL BE ADM ITTED PER WEEK

|

1. Fill out the entry blank shown at the right by picking your
choice for the winner of each gam e. (Check only one box per
game)
2. Pick the w inner of the tie-breaking gam e and the total points. in that, gam e.
3. Be sure that you print your nam e, address, and phone number
so that when you win, w e will be able to get a hold of you.
4. Any entrant who outpicks any of the "Fearsome Foursome" will
automatically get his or her nam e put in the paperfor that
particularweek.
5. The top person that outpicks the "Fearsome Foursome" in that1
particularw eek will get their picture taken and a write-up about
them in the paper that week.
6. All winners will go into a hat, and at the end of the sem ester
four random drawings will be held for four pairs of tickets to the
winners favorite professional sports team.
7. The drawing will be held on January 11,1989. All winners will
be notified and will be given one w eek to claim their prize or it
will be forfeited.
8. G OO D LUCK!!!!

□

PRO
Atlanta at San Francisco
Buffalo at New England
Cincinati at Pittsburgh
Denver at Kansas City
Green Bay at Miami
Houston at N.Y. Jets
L.A. Rams at L.A. Raiders
Minnesota at Chicago
New Orleans at Detroit
N.Y. Giants at Dallas
Philadelphia at Washington
Phoenix at Tampa Bay
Seattle at San Diego

Tony Baker
24:29.161%?}

|

□
|

|

P "]
n

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Eric Nietling E

Sarah Scott
17-39.144%)

26-39(67%) 1

49ers
Bills
Steelers
Broncos
Dolphins
Oilers
Raiders
Bears
Saints
Giants
Redskins
Bucs
Seahawks

49ers
Bills
Bengals
Broncos
Dolphins
Jets
Raiders
Bears
Saints
Cowboys
Redskins
Cardinals
Chargers

49ers
Bills
Steelers
Broncos
Dolphins
Oilers
Raiders
Bears
Saints
Gaints
Redskins
Cardinals
Seahawks

49ers
Bills
Steelers
Chiefs
Dolphins
Jets
Raiders
Bears
Saints
Giants
Redskins
Bucs
Seahawks

Ohio State
Texas A&M
Michigan
MSU
Florida State
Iowa
LSU

Ohio State
Alabama
Miami, Fla
MSU
Florida State
Iowa
LSU

Ohio State
Alabama
M iami, Fla
MSU
Florida State
Iowa
LSU

Pittsburgh
1
Texas A&M 1
Miami, Fla
1
MSU
1
Clemson
1
Iowa
1
LSU
1

1
1
1
I
1
1
8
I
1
1
1
I
|

Q ]

CINCINNATI AT PITTSBURGH

Q ]

DENVER AT KANSAS CITY

[ ]

GREEN BAY AT MIAMI
HOUSTON AT NEW YORK (JETS)
L.A (RAMS) AT L.A. (RAIDERS)

|

'

ATLANTA-AT SAN FRANCISCO
BUFFALO AT NEW ENGLAND

|

Who could have guessed that RUTGERS WOULD WIJ'J????? Everyone this week
expects MSU to pull out ah upset over eighth ranked Notre Dame, even though the v
Spartans lost to lowly Rutgers!! We’ll see about that Last week everyone went 13 for
20 except "Spuds" Scott who said, "It was a fluke!" This week she expects to be back
up with the rest of the pack. The "Bake's" loner on the Jets kept him one up on Kelly
"Tripuk", but "Tripuk" says he back on the comeback trail. "E.C." expects an easy week
\
and plans to RO LL...
\
Kelly Israels
21-A9 159% 1

|

|

MINNESOTA AT CHICAGO

Q

'

0 1

I""!

NEW ORLEANS AT DETROIT

01

II

NEW YORK (GIANTS) AT DALLAS

01

I

PWTT ATiPI PHIA AT
A T WASHINGTON
W A SH IN G TO N I— I
PHILADELPHIA

|

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

PHOENIX AT TAMPA BAY
SEATTLE AT SAN DIEGO
OHIO ST. AT PITTSBURGH
ALABAMA AT TEXAS A&M
MIAMI, FLA AT MICHIGAN
NOTRE DAME AT MSU
FLORIDA ST. ATCLEMSON
COLORADO AT IOWA
LSU AT TENNESSEE

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

H E BREAKER
|— j

GRAND VALLEY AT WINONA ST. |

|

TOTAL POINTS IN GAME

COLLEGE
Ohio S t at Pittsburgh
Alabama at Texas A&M
Miami, Fla at Michigan
Notre Dame at Michigan S t
Florida S t at Clemson
Colorado at Iowa
LSU at Tennessee

r

The Right Time: MOW
The Right/Place: CHI-CHI'S!
If y ou've b e e n looking for an o p p o rtu n ity to e arn e x tra in c o m e during
th e school year, th e tim e 15 n o w to g e t into th e right place

■

.

I[

CfllCMl’5®!
For friendly, hig h -en erg y , d e p e n d a b le individuals, w e offer a wide
ran ge of in c e n tiv e s that include

Top com petitive wages
• 2 weeks paid vacation after
Flexible hours to m eet academ ic
1st year
-------schedule s --------------------------• Uniform s provided
• Incentive plan
• Excellent training program
• Advancem ent opportunity 55%
• Em ployee m eal discount
of Assistant Managers prom oted
• 50% fam ily m eal discount
from within
O penings are now available on DAY At CVem flO 5 H irT 3 , fU U . AHD
PART TIME. in the following positions
•
•
•
•
•

Food Servers
Cocktail Servers
flosts/Flostesses
Service Assistants
Dishwashers

There’s no tim e like the present to
take advantage of the opportunities
we have to offer To find out m ore,
apply in person at CM I-C M I'5,3 5 2 1
2 8 th S t , Grand Rapids. E O E -m /f

Prep Cooks
lin e Cooks
Broiler Cooks
Bartenders

LAME__
ADDRESS
TONE

Freshman Wins Second Week of Contest
ALLEN D A LE- Freshm an
N eil Garry won last week's
"Lanthorn Sports Challenge" by
predicting 17 out of 20 games
right.
The nearest o f the "Fearsome
Foursome" had only 13 right.
Eric C. Nietling all had 13
correct. (W hich leads us to
believe they collaborated)
G arry, from Farm ington
Hills, thought it had to do with a
lot of luck. He said he follows
football a lot, but didn't expect to
be tops for the week.
He went on to predict the
Cleveland Browns to win the
Super Bowl . .if Bemie Kosar
gets back in there. One thing is
for sure, the Broncos will not be
there!” (The Browns were.one of
his three mistakes)
On the college scene, he

predicted Notre Dame to finish
number one in the nation this
year. "This is their year," he
boldly stated. His reasoning was
that Miami o f Florida would be
number one until the Fighting
Irish beat them, thus putting the
men from South Bend on top.—
In the first week, Scott
Schraeger was the one and only
winner, but he was unavailable
for comment
The winners this week who
will get their chance for a pair of
tickets to a professional sports
game are:

17 CO RRECT: Neil Garry
15 C O R R E C T: Sam uel A.
Pallalt
14 C O R R E C T : Charm ing
S m ith ; M ike M uller; Todd
A usthof; Jam es F. Lynch;
K atie Coom er

.:v \
Vv- 4LJ* '
■T< 1v1-K

i

I m

Vi

Freshman, N eil Garry,
correctly predicted a whopping 17
out o f 20 games last week to
beat the "Fabulous Foursome"
Photo!Julie Edinger
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Offensive Line
Lives Incognito
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer

There are no individual statistics,
school records or press coverage
for offensive linemen, which is
quite all right as far as Grand
Valley’s front five is concerned.
Under offensive line coach Pat
Battistini, and head coach Tom
Beck, the Laker line has developed
into one of the finest in the Division
II level.
The “People Movers,” as they
arecleverlycalled, thrive on senior
leadership, youth, and hard work
in the weight room.
Seniors TomMitchell,andMark
Prins along with juniors David
Beebe, Andy Goeddeke, and
freshman Bill McGory form the
fearsome line.
Prins is a 285-pounder who is a
two-tim e
All-Conference
performer and Football News AllAmerican last season. The left
tackle also bench presses 385
pounds and holds a 2.9 G.P.A. in
advertising. “Mark has a great
work ethic and leadership

qualities,” states Beck.
When asked about the fact that
he does not receive the publicity
he deserves, Prins just shook his
head and replied, “It doesn ’t bother
me a bit.”
M itchell is also an AllConference performer at center.
He seems to thrive on the fact that
he does not receive any press. “I
have been playing on the offensive
line since the 7th grade so I am
used to it,” stated the 245-pounder.
Beebe is a converted tight end
who has beefed up to 245 pounds.
since coming to GVSU as a 215pounder. He has the reputation for
being the nastiest of the linemen.
The right guard also held a 2.9
G.P.A. during thesummer. “David
is the omeriest of our linemen and
keeps the others in place,”
commented Beck.
When inform ed o f his
reputation, Beebe smiled, shook
his head and replied, “I don’t
know about that.”
Goeddeke is a converted center
who plays right guard and likes
staying out of the limelight. “Not

The People Movers. Left to right,front row: Bill McGory, Tom Mitchell. Back row: Andy Goeddeke, offensive
line coach Pat Battistini, Mark Prins. Not pictured: Dave Beebe. Photo! Julie Edinger
getting any publicity does not
bother me a bit. I am used to it.”
McGory is the youngest of the
linemen but also one of the
brightest carrying a 3.0 G.P.A. in
Biology. The 270-pound right
guard is a fierce competitor.
According to Beck, “He has no

fears. Bill is very intelligent and
strong. He is a plus to the program.”
Key reserves on the line include
sophomore Sam Pallottini, Junior
Paul Rozich, and freshman Chris
Tiede.
Pallottini carriesa3.7G.P.A. in
physics while Rozich is a 2.7 stu

dent Tiede is the most versatile of
the linemen, being able to play any
position.
Not getting any publicity is
common for offensive linemen and
these “People Movers” accept it
gracefully.

W G V U C aters to
G rand V alley Sports
By Jason Anglin
Sports Writer
Hey, sports fans! Do you have
the dilemma of liking Grand
Valley sports but not being able to
keep track of them? If so, you are
in luck. As of September 12,
WGVU-TV 35, began airing
“GVSports,” a show dedicated to
Grand Valley State University
sports.
The show will cover all varsity
sports at Grand Valley. If there is
enough interest, it may also include

Runners from six teams vie for position at the Calvin Invitational.

Photo! Christina Hueber _

Harriers 5th in Calvin Invitational
By Sarah Scott
Sports Editor

The Grand Valley men’s cross
country team raced to a fifth place
finish Saturday at the Calvin
Invitational. The 156 points tallied
by the harriers was enough to beat
Grand Rapids Junior College, but
fell short of Calvin, Ferris, Alma,
and Aquinas.
The Lakers were led by senior
Bob Osbourne who finished the
five-mile course in a time of 27:50
to place 15th. Osbourne was
followed by junior Ed Kiessel who
placed 20th in a time of 28:14.
freshman Pete Bodary 35th in
29:02, juniorRandy Taylor 41 st in
29:33 and junior Pat Samuels 45 th.
Rounding out the L akers'
performance were freshman John

Barstis 56th, sophomore Rich
Truxall 57th, and junior Jeff
VanMeter69th.
“Wfe saw some good things, but
our new runners need to learn to
distribute over the course of the
race,” commented coach Bill
Clinger. He feels it takes a few
races to become accustomed to the
transition from 3.1 miles, which
they run in high school, to 5 miles,
which they run in college.
Clinger was pleased with the
performances of Kiessel and
Bodary. “I expect them to be strong
and give support in the top five,”
predicted Clinger.
The Lakers’ number one runner,
Chris Karas, did not compete due
to a prior commitment. He will be
back in action this week.
Prior to the meet, Clinger
predicted GEIAC rival, Ferris
State, would be a strong competitor

this season. They proved him right
with a strong second place finish
behind the first place Calvin team.
Other league favorites are Saginaw
Valley and Hillsdale.
The men’s team has only four
returning lettermen. They are
Karas, Osbourne, Taylor, and
VanMeter. New to the team are
Bodary, Barstis, Steve Renaldi, and
Samuels. “We have to get help
from our newcomers to be
competitive,” said Clinger.
Clinger looks to Karas, fourth in
the conference last year, and
Osbourne for leadership. Karas
predicted, ‘‘We should have more
depth this year. We expect to
improve on last season’s record
and be a better team.”
The harriers return to action
Saturday at the M idwest Collegiate
Meet in Kenosha, Wisconsin.

club sports. “GVSports” will
feature interviews with coaches
and athletes, current standings, and
highlights o f Grand Valley
sporting events.
The show will be hosted by
Christopher Barbee. Barbee is a
reporter for WGVU-FM and a
recent graduate of Grand Valley.
Barbee has also worked on
WGVU-TV ’s weekly sports series,
“Press Pass” while attending
school at Grand Valley.
“GVSports”
will air on
Mondays at 7:30 p.m.

HAVE YOU EVER
CONSIDERED
DONATING PLASMA?
B u t . . . You aren't sure what plasma is used
for or why we pay for your plasma donation.
•PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion
of blood,for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock
victims, heart surgery and products to blood type donors and
pauents.
*All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require 1 &1!2 hours o f your lime.

You can earn $25,00 and help others
by donating plasma twice each week.
Call or stop in at our Burton Heights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS
741
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Netters Face Tough Times
By Sarah Stinson
Sports W riter

The Laker volleyball team
fought adversity in several
different forms over the weekend
at the Ball State Invitational, yet
came out a stronger, more prepared
squad. The Invitational field was
tough, consisting of 19 quality
Division 1 and 2 teams from eight
states.
The team started out with a
disadvantage, as they competed
without their number one player,
co-captain KarlaHartline. Hartline
is out indefinitely With a knee
injury. Things got even worse for
the Lakers when Mary Olszewski,
an outside hitter, went down Friday
night in a game against Michigan
State.
However, the strong play of
otherteam members covered many
of their losses. “Co- captain
Allison Scott-Nord hit great at the
net and was very steady on
defense,” said Coach Joan Boand.
The freshmen however, made the

biggest impact in rising to fill the
gaps. “I can’t say enough about
my freshmen," complimented
Coach Boand.
The tournament consisted of
round-robin play in three separate
pools on Friday night and a single
elim ination tournam ent on
Saturday. Friday they played two
15-poiift games against each team
in their pool. They had a tough
night Friday, but showed a lot of
character in bouncing back and
playing successfully, despite their
injuries. They ended up 3-7 in
pool play, despite losing some
extremely close matches.
They were then seeded for
com petition in S atu rd ay ’s
tournament which consisted of
three-out-of-five game matches.
They were matched up against
Lewis University.
The competition against Lewis
went to five games, but the Lakers
eventually went down in defeat
H ow ever
C oach
Boand
commented, “Lewis didn’t beat
us, but fatigue beat us.”

The win-loss record may not
show success, but their character
Local b ra n c h o f n a tio n a l • all stink! Thanks for being
and the caliber o f play from the
Love, Sweet "D"
firm h as immediate fall term there!
team surely does. “We may be 03 -ltp
openings. May continue into
1, but it’s given us a strong bench
Christmas break and spring term.
and that’s not something you
Flexible schedules.
15 - 35 To the Robinson Hall Staff:
usually have with freshmen,” said
hrs./wk. Training provided. Thank you all for your support
Boand.
College credits and internships to and help. Thank you especially
Grand Valley’s conference is
qualified persons. Open to all Sandy for being so patient You
one of the three toughest in the
majors. Minimum 2.25 GPA. guys are the best! Love,Damita
country, but they seem to be ready
3-ltp
$7.19 to start. For interview call
for the challenge. Coach Boand
2 4 5 -6 2 5 0 ,1 1 -6 .
nc
R ESEA RCH PAPERS.
supported this, saying, “We always
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog
d y to do the best we possibly can H e w le tt
Packard
28c
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
in the conference. The conference calcu lato r,
A lm ost new ,
#206 XT, U s Angeles 90025,
is very important to us, A post especially great, for engineering,
Toll Free (800) 351-0222, Ext.
season bid is always a team goal Both manuals included. $110.
33. VISA/MC OR COD. l-6tp
and league success is important to 895-7219.
3-ltp
ensure the Lakers of post season
play.
FO R SA LE - R ustic style,
The Grand Valley, volleyball couch, chair & loveseat, brown
team is setting up to be a strong & crem e. $200 or best offer,
success, with their great senior 895-5184.
3-ltp
leadership and im pressive
freshmen experience. They’ll be To 3rd Floor Robinson Girls:
After you take a Kaplan course, you're
gunning for victory in their home Thank you al) for getting not only better prepared to take on
opener against Michigan Tech involved in our floor activities marathon tests like the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE, NTE, CPA, SAT, among others, but
September 23, at 6:00 p.m.
and for all your help in keeping the study techniques you'll learn will
me on my toes. Keep it up help you through the rigors of your grad
ladies. This is going to be a school courses.
That's why for nearly 50 years, over
great year! U v e ya all, Damita
1 million students have gotten in con
3 - n P dition with Stanley H. Kaplan. And for

Kaplan stays
with you for
the long run.

H alstead 's C ourt
G ut-C heck T im e F or G ridders
By M ark Halstead
Sports Writer

The Lakers are coming off a
crushing 55-0 defeat at the hands
of Western Illinois. Grand Valley
was simply overmatched against
the Leathernecks who are ranked
12th nationally in Division I-AA.
Grand Valley is a much better
team than their 0-2 record
indicates, but they could still have
a long season if they do not
eliminate their mental mistakes.
D ropped passes, ' costly

penalties, and sloppy tackling have
become a trademark this year. The
Lakers are too well-coached and
have more pride for these things to
happen.
GVSU is in a must-win situation
this week as they travel to
Minnesota to tangle with the
Division III Warriors from Winona
State. '
The defense has a tough task of
containing quarterback Jason
Mitchell, a good athlete who was
recruited by Grand Valley head
coach Tom Beck.

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING.
So call Kaplan. You've got a long race
ahead to the top of your career. Every bit
of training and coaching counts.

To Four Hoes in the Ravines:
Ugly, Botsy, Nasty & Pig. You

The offense will get on track
this week and should score a lot of
points. If the Lakers can eliminate
senseless errors and stay in the
game mentally, they should win
big.
GRAND VALLEY 36
WINONA STATE 20

G R EA T LA K E S SU R FIN G
C H A M P IO N S H IP S
AND
S W IM S U IT
M O D E L IN G
CONTEST.
Saturday,
September 17, City Beach, Grand
Haven, MI. Trophies and awards,
cookout, surf party.
3-ltp

I KAPLAN
SIANIf YH KAPI AN EDUCATIONAL CENTBKJb

DON’T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

2627 East Beltline S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
957-9701

>C?XOTIC
d ^ T fin & T o n E
SEPTEM BER SPECIALS

"ADOPT A PARENT"
-BE A VOLUNTEER PARENT AIDE-

jy
-

T un nn rnu i nn go

±

Help prevent child abuse & neglect

CA LL
Grand Rapids Child Guidance Clinic
Parent Aide Program Staff

456-6571
____ Bjlinguals ^ Minorities Encouraged to Apply

KRNS

H B N S . th e now
speaker that puts you
in the performance.
• High Performance
• Computer Optimized
• 10 yr. Warranty

Featuring
Diffused Ambiance »
for natural sound I
KARNS ELECTRONICS
910 E. Fulton St. (616)450-5869
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml 49503

7 V i n in n

L U ilin g

POSITIONS

A p p ly In p e rs o n a l:

THERMOTRON INDUSTRIES
0 3 8 B rooks A v*.
H o lla n d . M l 4 9 4 2 3

AVaniuradynaCompany

(n e w

m e m b e i .s )

* 1 year $35 plus $4 per visit

* l m onth pkg. $20 plus $2 per visit

$4 per visit for toning
$3 per visit tanning July-Dee.
$4 per visit tanning Jan.-Jun.
Introductory Specials

Body Wraps

NOW AVAILABLE
• 1 5 - 2 5 h o u r * p e r w eek
• F le x ib le d a y & e v e n in g
h o u rs a ro u n d cla s s
s c h e d u le
• $ 5 5 0 p e r h our
• M o n d a y F rid a y
• M u s t b e 18 years o f a g e

$ 3 5

Toning & Tanning Membership

HAVING A HARD TIME
FINDING AN IMNUYLft WHO WORKS
AROUND YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE?

PART-TIME
MANUFACTURING

{ y e a r

Dr. Kern (facial) $4.50 with membership

* -i
<h n r
* 1 y e a r Jp / J

Loudspeaker Systems

*

$3 per visit July-December
$4 per visit January-June

Fall Training Session Begins
Tuesday evening - October 11, 1988

* 1 year $25 (renewal rate)

2 Wraps $26.95

(regular $24.95 each)

5 Wrap Pkg. $100.
10 Wrap Pkg. $180.

rracoTic

o^Tfin&TonE
"A n E xperience in Excellence"

(reg.

$20 each)

(reg. $18 each)

6077 Lk. Mich. Dr. / Allendale Plaza

895-6692 or 895-6693

